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About This Game

About the game

Eden is a human colony far from Earth. To develop a better society, settlers made an artificial intelligence, BOOR, to help
them, but this machine turned against them.

When a little girl accidentally lands on the planet of Eden, she discovers BOOR has taken over and there are only a few
survivors left. With her special ability to multiply herself, she'll help them destroy BOOR and reclaim the world.

BOOR is a 2D puzzle-platformer game created by Dazlog Studio.

Features:

More than 80 engaging hand drawn rooms to explore.

Mind bending puzzles and beautiful scenarios to discover.

Investigate an alluring but strange world called Eden.

Collectibles and secrets to uncover.

Experience the power to multiply yourself.
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OST produced by Paltian (Jacobo Cáceres) accompanies the captivating gameplay.
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Title: BOOR
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
DazlogStudio
Publisher:
BadLand Publishing
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 150 MB available space

English,French,German
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Very fun, play with magic, create spells, throw objects, break objects, make fire, chime into dimensions. A lot of hidden events.
I hope to see more in the future, or expanded content! Be a wizard!. Still loving this game. Can't wait to see what else Screaming
Villains has in store.... I missed these old FVM b-movies! :). I am going to be completely honest here...I like planes. I have
always been a fan of flying around in general, shooting things are a bonus! But this...oh my goodness this...

In short, it sucks. LIke completely, I couldn't stand it long enough to find a good thing.

Pros...

It is free.

You don't need a beefy machine.

Cons...

 EVERYTHING ELSE

I wish I could find something good about this...the interface is just...bleh. The game is...bleh...just PLAY WARTHUNDER
SAVE YOURSELF YOU CAN DRIVE TANKS IN THAT AND PILOT PLANES PLEASE PLAY THAT.
. One more game from Google Play on Steam.
It makes me I want puke.... This one's a life changer.. Beautiful take on a farming sim. I have confidence it will bring a lot to the
genre. Has a unique sprite style, nice colors, and easy-going music. It has a long way to go in development, but is already
enjoyable and has a lot of promise. Developer is incredibly active and responsive to feedback. Well worth the money, and
exciting to watch it grow.. Very fun game and great community of veteran players who want to help you succeed. When I first
tried out game I kept mostly to myself and soon found myself discouraged by my lack of progress. My 2nd time playing I asked
questions of the veterans and had the many systems of the game explained to me. Needless to say I"m doing much better now
and getting much more enjoyment out of the game. While the game can be played solely by yourself you'll be missing out on
many fun aspects if you dont engage in multiplayer which is a lot of fun especially the gauntlet modes. So those of you that like
turn based rpgs give it a shot I also enjoyed the story.
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This game has a certain level of jankiness that takes a bit of getting used to. One time Ringo got kicked into a guardrail and his
sprite disappeared. Since I was unable to move or control him, I ended up losing about 2 hours of gameplay. I didn't know how
to save and you bet that I learned how to after that incident.

Truth be told though, the minor jank is completely forgivable. The Friends of Ringo Ishikawa is a lovely experience. Slightly
unpolished, incredibly addictive. Fun as hell (first playthough in a bit over 9.5 hours; will play again to find everything). The
story is good, but man there is heaps and heaps of untapped potential here.

Shades of Final Fight, Persona, Night in the Woods, Game Dev Story... yeo has pinned down little things that many large studios
lack. Losing 2-point-something hours of gameplay did not stop me from shrugging and continuing.

SO playable. This game is a joy to play. It also feels difficult because of having to discover how the game works by playing it.
Looks like it's from the SNES era and has the mentalitly of those games. You learn by PLAYING. If this game had tons of
tutorials or random NPC explanations, I would not have enjoyed it anywhere near as much.

For $15, I would gladly recommend this game. This is yeo's sandbox; his vision of what a fun game is. And I love it. I don't
know yeo personally, but you can feel where his influences come from. This is a firm YES wallet vote. If yeo makes another
game with these elements, pushed with more polish and variety I will support as best I can.

Excellent art direction nails the 16-bit era feel. Wicked Nujabes-ish OST. SImple addictive gameplay with lots of discovery. I
will be playing a second time with all of my knowledge from my first playthough. I WANT to see everything this game has to
offer.

I want more games like this! yeo, thank you for taking the time to craft this game. A toast to you and your future endeavours. :).
Nice game. Nice graphic. Nice Story. Very good add-on, great scenery and sounds, and the DB BR 426 is an amazing and very
fun train to drive!. As a fan of space games, and the Homeworld aesthetic I was drawn to this game. It's beautiful, fun, and not
stressful to take 5 - 10 minutes playing.. loved the first one. and this one really is even better. the art is beautiful, the concept is
great and many handling improvements. looking forward to playing more.. Interesting mix of a "rub the objects on the things to
see if anything happens" adventure style game and the hidden object game. Reasonable plot (though nothing to do with witches
and warlocks beyond the very modern lawyer complaining she has to become a witch to solve the murder case). Beyond the
translation errors, and outright bad instructions on at least one puzzle, the game has a critical loop-back flaw: you don't "clear"
an area until the next thing related to it needs to be found, so you need to do a hidden object game in the same scene twice many
times, which is annoying when you're trying to do a standard adventure-style plow forward and collect all the items in your bag
to use. Overly simplistic (things are helpfully labelled with things like "key for the front room box"). Completion achievement
appears bugged. Overall, meh.. I love this game. Its honestly one of the most funniest fighting games ive ever played. Having
ragdoll-like characters and a pretty solid physics engine definately help it out. Furthermore, the controls are super easy to get
used to! This game even comes packed with albeit, an early beta level editor, but you can still design unique levels with it. I even
uploaded a few myself. Overall, this game is worth a try in my opinion and i believe more people should actually try this. Its a
blast and really fun with friends.. Gameplay Video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=K0B-
Pd-3DhY&t=25s&list=PLrpCFaqHnjdyiF-atoM9iZyYbUuDAvLr9&index=26

Update Video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Y4NHz6P_I9A

I got to admit, this might not be the most accurate sniper simulator out there, but it's a fun one.

I'm not a big fan of the art style but it certainly has it's charm. The gun selection is ok and there is a good variety of levels.

The big thing about this game is of course it's stabilization system. Think of it like the call of duty "hold beath" mechanic.
It reduced hand shake\/Sway drasticly and makes distant shoots a more manageable task. The fact that there is wind and bullet
drop in this game makes it challenging but also rewarding. The feeling you get when you score that long range headshot is great!

Overall i can recomend this. The price is at the upper threshold but i think you will get enough fun out of this.

Also pro tip: Don't try to see through the walls ;). This game is appalling.
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Poor animation, no tutorial, no music.

Don't buy.. This song on hard may be extremely hard, but is hard in a well-designed way. I feel like I'm really close to clearing it
- which, in my opinion, is what a hard song should make you feel. The lower level charts are fun as well.
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